GARDEn
City of Winter Garden

CHARTER REVIEW COMMITTEE
Regular Meeting Minutes
June 10, 2019

A REGULAR MEETING of the Winter Garden Charter Review Committee was called to order by
Facilitator Drew Smith at 5:30 p.m. at 300 West Plant Street, Winter Garden, Florida.

ATTENDANCE/ROLL CALL:

BOARD MEMBERS – PRESENT
Steve Ambielli
Andrea Davis
Doug Bartow
Christopher Lee
Derek Blakeslee
Mildred Lord
Larry Cappleman
Ed McKinney
Phil Cross
Ron Mueller

OTHER ATTENDEES
Dan Langley – City Attorney
Drew Smith – Facilitator
Angee Grimmage – City Clerk
Venice Alexander – Recording Clerk

1. Call to Order and Introduction
Facilitator Drew Smith called the meeting to order and introduced himself describing his
background and experience.
Facilitator Smith explained his role in the process, which will include assuring that all
discussion keeps moving forward and all members have an opportunity to have their ideas
heard. He suggested that the Charter Review Committee (CRC) wait to establish their
Chairperson and Vice-Chairperson in the Establishment of Ground Rules section of the
meeting. The Committee agreed.
Each CRC member introduced themselves.
2. Overview of Process
Facilitator Smith commented on the various backgrounds and interests from the
introductions given and expressed that the more viewpoints the better. He informed the
Committee that they want to come out with their best recommendation to the City
Commission. He then briefed the CRC on the process. There was discussion on how the
information would be formulated, whether by ordinance or resolution, for submission to the
City Commission. He suggested that they especially think on those items that bring about
questions so they can address why certain items were written, noting that those are the items
they want to address early in the meetings.
Facilitator Smith informed the CRC that the City Commission requests in the resolution that
they pay close attention to potential conflicts between the Charter and ordinances. Mr. Smith
stressed the importance of consistency between the Charter and the City Code; noting that
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the Charter is the City’s constitution, and will always win. He spoke of Florida being a home
rule state, noting that those privileges seem to be currently under constant attack. Facilitator
Smith informed the CRC about charters, City organizations, and the forms of government. He
noted that the City of Winter Garden’s current form of government is the most popular in
cities of this size.
Facilitator Smith encouraged the CRC to guide their thoughts toward dealing with the more
substantive issues; writing them down so they can be discussed. He noted that the other key
step is hearing as much public comment as possible as it is important for the Committee to
hear the community’s views on topics. He explained that these items would eventually turn
into a report to the City Commission. He reminded the CRC that their report is a
recommendation and that it is not binding to the City Commission. He described the
probability of the recommendations making their way onto the ballot, and the final steps
necessary for them to then possibly become ballot questions of 75 words or less.
Facilitator Smith suggested that for the second meeting the Charter Review Committee would
need to have read the charter and identified certain issues that could be broken out for
additional review.
City Attorney Langley requested that Facilitator Smith address topics such as how a city
charter could limit powers of the City. Facilitator Smith responded that if there were powers
that the Charter Review Committee felt the City should not have, then the Charter would be
the place to address the issue. He gave an example of the type of limitations he felt would
be important to have in a charter. Facilitator Smith offered the Committee his contact
information for possible assistance on issues that may require legal review and distinguishing
those that may be collaboratively reviewed.
City Attorney Langley addressed the rewrite of an outdated charter at the City’s last review
and there was discussion on the amount of time between reviews.
Committee Member Blakeslee addressed the opportunity for public comment and possible
advertising to encourage citizen input.
City Attorney Langley offered that the Committee may want to consider including the
opportunity for staff to address the Committee on the Charter section issues that staff deals
with or affects them on a day to day basis.
3. Sunshine Guide – Ethics Laws
City Attorney Langley gave a PowerPoint presentation to the Charter Review Committee on
the Sunshine Guide and Ethics laws as per Florida State Statutes - Section 286.011. (See
attached - Exhibit A). Examples of violations were given and information on who to contact if
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the Committee had questions was provided. It was noted that the members could contact
City Attorney Langley, Facilitator Smith, or the City Clerk’s office.
City Attorney Langley further discussed the Sunshine Law, penalties for violations and public
records. There was discussion on responding to a public records request and it was advised
that these should be forwarded to the City Clerk’s Office for acknowledgement to the
requestor and for follow up.
4. Background Information on Municipal Charters
Facilitator Smith noted that this item had been covered earlier in the meeting.
5. Establishment of Ground Rules
Facilitator Smith requested nominations for CRC Chairperson as required by the Resolution.
Motion by CRC Member Mueller to appoint Derek Blakeslee as Charter Review Committee
Chairperson. Seconded by CRC Member Cappleman and carried unanimously 10-0.
Facilitator Smith requested nominations for Vice-Chairperson.
Motion by CRC Chairperson Blakeslee to appoint Larry Cappleman as Vice-Chairperson.
Seconded by CRC Member Cross and carried unanimously 10-0.
Facilitator Smith offered to assist in the forward movement of the review so that the
Chairperson can freely participate in the function, if the Committee so desired. There was no
noted objection.
City Attorney Langley suggested that the Committee discuss how and when they would like
to vote on and make the change recommendations. CRC Member Mueller requested that
Facilitator Smith expound on this issue from his own experiences on what works successfully
in these types of proceedings. Mr. Smith suggested agreement in the form of consensus on
issues before making final votes; this offers the opportunity to change one’s mind after
hearing all the information and then make a final decision.
CRC Chairperson Blakeslee agreed with a consensus being the best practice for approaching
the review. He gave an example of a decision potentially being made in one section which
could later be rethought because of a review in another section.
CRC Member McKinney inquired as to ground rules for public input; noting that some public
may come to speak regarding things that may be off topic.
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There was discussion on possibly scheduling a three-minute time limit with the CRC having
the option to allow more time.
CRC Chairperson Blakeslee described public comment being offered at the beginning of the
meetings during the last Charter Review. CRC Member McKinney inquired as to whether the
input has to be germane to the CRC and its review. Facilitator Smith offered advice on how
public comment offerings could be received and addressed; limiting public discussion to
those items actually on the agenda. He discussed special meeting segments especially set
aside for the public. City Attorney Langley noted that the CRC could give the public
opportunity to speak on items germane to the topics in a time limit of three minutes.
Motion by CRC Member Bartow to establish discussion by the public for no more than three
minutes per speaker. Seconded by CRC Member Ambielli. CRC Member Mueller voiced his
views on the CRC’s ability to exercise flexibility on this rule should someone feel passionate
enough to speak on a topic later in a meeting. Facilitator Smith noted that the CRC always has
this option to allow additional public comment or extend the time of a speaker. CRC Member
Lord expressed, and there was discussion on, how a three-minute limit allows the CRC some
limitation for the person who may come speaking off topic. CRC Chairperson Blakeslee noted
that ground rules could be stated before public speakers are acknowledged to come forward.
The committee would have the option of allowing a speaker more time if the CRC felt the
need and would not violate their own rule. There was discussion on the need for the rule
versus, if necessary, adopting it in future. Facilitator Smith shared an experience of some
board meetings going late because of speakers going off topic and over their time limit. He
suggested establishing some expectation before any meetings as basic ground rules. Motion
carried 6-4.
Facilitator Smith inquired if there were any additional ground rules the CRC would like to
discuss. City Clerk Grimmage inquired as to whether there would be an opportunity for staff
to address the CRC on issues that may have surfaced since the last charter review. There was
discussion on allowing staff the opportunity to come forward with any potential items. This
would be made possible by the CRC identifying in advance those sections to be covered at
the meetings. They would then allot staff an opportunity for comments on the specific
sections. The CRC discussed reaching out and inviting staff through contact with the City
Manager to designate which staff members would address certain sections of the Charter. It
was noted that these invitations would be extended to the City Manager through the City
Attorney or City Clerk.
CRC Chairperson Blakeslee addressed protocol for discussions and requested that everyone
be allowed to express their thoughts before back and forth dialogues occur.
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6. Meeting Schedule
City Clerk Grimmage noted that two dates on the schedule may need rescheduling, or
discussion on an alternative, due to conflicts in scheduling. She noted that there may be a
conflict due to a holiday which prompted a reschedule for another board and also that the
City Attorney may be needed to attend both board’s meetings. CRC Member Mueller
addressed the issue of an impact on the attendees for both meetings; noting that they should
not be held at the same time. CRC Chairperson Blakeslee agreed and suggested that rather
than the July 8th meeting, it could be rescheduled to July 15th; having back to back meetings
as not to fall behind.
It was the consensus of the CRC to reschedule the July 8, 2019 to July 15, 2019 with City Clerk
Grimmage to confirm that there were no conflicts with other events.
Facilitator Smith expressed that it is not always possible for everyone to attend all of the
meetings. He suggested submitting their written comments for the review as they will have
opportunity to be aware of materials being covered by the CRC in advance.
7. General Discussion
CRC Member Bartow inquired as to the best practices of committees such as this reforming
their charters. He noted that thirteen years ago when he reviewed the charter he felt the
committee had done a fantastic job; potentially needing just a little fine tuning as opposed to
a complete rewrite. He asked about the latest trends and other cities with their
improvements being something this CRC could learn from. He questioned if the local
university system has a school of governance; noting that some of the professors would have
already researched the best practices.
Facilitator Smith noted that additional background information for this item could be
researched. His experience is that we are in very much a tweaking mode and have moved
out from wholesale changes. He is not aware of anything pressing with charters calling for
the consideration of wholesale changes. He mentioned that materials and publications may
be available.
CRC Member Bartow stated that if the charter is already perfect it will shorten our meetings,
but if there are others that are seeing where there could be improvements, then this CRC
could learn from them; not reinventing the wheel.
Facilitator Smith suggested using the Municode library for research of charters in the State of
Florida. He shared that it could be found at Library.Municode.Com.
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Facilitator Smith suggested that everyone should have reviewed the charter by next meeting
and be able to assist in identifying where the CRC will go in the upcoming meetings to
breakdown materials to be covered in order to move forward.
CRC Chairperson Blakeslee suggested that everyone be ready to review Article I and II by next
meeting.
There was discussion on the review of sections and the items that prove to invoke
conversations, such as years, elections dates, number of commissioners, City Manager and
City Clerk powers.
There was discussion on materials and supplies that would be needed. It was noted that an
easel and white board (flip chart) would be useful.
8. Adjournment
Motion by CRC Member Blakeslee to adjourn. Seconded by CRC Member Mueller and
carried unanimously 10-0.
The meeting adjourned at 6:54 p.m.

/S/
Angee Grimmage, City Clerk

/S/
CRC Chairperson, Derek Blakeslee

